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ABSTRACT
Within the profession of Division 1 college baseball,

the hitting coach is challenged with enhancing and
maintaining one of the hardest skills in sports.

The

purpose of this project is to focus on how video analysis
can be an essential teaching tool for today's hitting

coaches,

specifically for those who look to become more

efficient with limited time for instruction.

A literature

review was conducted to show how video analysis could be a
helpful tool to identify the swing segments the naked eye

cannot,

give specific feedback and enhance communication

between the player and coach.

The effectiveness of these

benefits on a player's field performance and a coaches job

performance is unknown.

Future research is needed in these

specific areas to determine the effect on these avenues.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION

The sport of baseball is commonly referred to as
"America's pastime."

Goods Association,

in the U.S.

alone

According to the National Sporting

baseball has 12.5 million participants

(Hammond,

This American tradition

2011).

was first played with college students in 1859 when
Williams College played Amherst College in Pittsfield,

Massachusetts

(Moody,

2011).

Today,

Collegiate Athletic Association

there are 947 National

(NCAA)

baseball teams

(Wood,

participating in college baseball

2012) .

These

numbers do not include the National Association of
Intercollegiate Athletics

colleges.

(NAIA)

or 2-year community

The NCAA baseball teams are divided into three

divisions with division one commonly known to have the

highest quality of players in comparison to divisions 2 and
3.

Each division has it's own organized championship

2012).

For more than sixty years,

(Wood,

the championship

tournament for the division 1 level has been known as the
College World Series.
Nebraska,

It is currently held in Omaha

draws over 9,000 fans and in 2007 before

television revenue,

was reportedly netting 3.2 million
1

dollars

(Gross,

2008).

As popular and monetarily lucrative

as college baseball has become in the United States,

the

demand for player excellence and coaches who can bring out

excellence in players has also risen.

The specific component of college baseball performance
that this project is centered on,

is hitting.

A famous

Major League Baseball Hall of Fame Manager Tommy Lasorda

claims hitting to be "the most difficult activity to do in
sport"

(DeReene,

2011,

p.

To get a sense of the

7).

difficulty hitting presents,

a 95 mph fastball,

which is

commonly known to be among the best velocities in all of
baseball,

gives a hitter only 420 milliseconds to decide

whether to swing and create an efficient swing or to let it

pass

(Gray,

2010) .

motivates coaches,

argue,

This difficulty is what probably
players,

and fans alike to discuss,

and theorize over how to hit successfully more than

any other baseball subject in baseball

(DeReene,

2011).

As

much as it is talked about and fundamental to succeeding,
it also may be one of the least understood aspects of the

game

(Lefebvre,

1983).

Video and technology seems to be

the missing link between the shifts in theorized

conversations to factual conversations that may lead to
better performance.

Video analysis is one way coaches can

2

There are other ways as well but in

provide this link.

"choosing to ignore scientific data
hitting performance"

(DeReene,

[we]

2011,

p.

will be retarding

8).

Early use of reviewing a hitter's swing involved

which can be seen in popular hitting books

taking pictures,

such as

The Science of Hitting

Underwood

(1986).

by Ted Williams and John

This is most likely the result of the

compensation hitters used due to the lack of readily

available video equipment.

Video technology allows viewers

to record temporal information and vary the views of a

swing

(Anandan,

Irani,

Kumar & Bergen,

1995).

The use of

video analysis in baseball is commonly understood today as

recording hitting practice and/or performances.

Reviewing

the footage and analyzing the movement follows according to
the knowledge base of the viewer.

The footage being

reviewed is often replayed multiple times,

replayed at a

slow pace or continuously paused.

The common goal is to

identify the sequential movements,

the positions of the

body and determine what is right or wrong with a swing.

As

video cameras continue to get more affordable and

available,

we are beginning to see more of them on baseball

diamonds across the country.

3

Purpose
This project attempts to enhance the efforts of
collegiate baseball coaches to effectively teach a complex

activity so that they can fulfill the other demands of
their job.

It is commonly known that college coaches have

a rigorous schedule of recruiting future student-athletes

and administrative duties not related to on-field

instruction.

These responsibilities require a vast amount

of time spent in planning,
road.

organization and being on the

One can argue that the duties off the field are so

demanding of a coach's time,

that instruction on the field

is just a small part of the job.

Although coaches have a

wide variety of challenges added on to their job

description,

which are covered later in this project,

the

demand for hitter performance has not dwindled.

The responsibility coaches have to be efficient with
their time is of the utmost importance.

Using modern video

equipment to record hitter performances can be an

invaluable tool for coaches seeking to adhere to all of
their responsibilities.

For student-athletes as well,

this

tool can be beneficial as they adhere to their schoolwork

and put their time in the weight room.

Video has

surprisingly not been widely used as part of the coaching

4

culture in baseball and is relatively new.
baseball has lagged in

Compared to other sports,

regard to the application of science to the
development of the swing and training
methodology...with the advancement of scientific

training methods and high tech equipment,

today's athlete is better prepared than his or

her ancestors

(DeReene,

2011,

p.

1).

Using modern technology such as video analysis,

can

better prepare hitters and assist coaches seeking

efficient training methods.

skill to coach,

With such a difficult

hitting coaches should be at the

forefront of utilizing the most advanced training

methods.

This project aims to present how helpful the

use of video analysis can be for coaches,

at the college level.

as instructors,

specifically

It will show how being efficient

communicators and relationship builders

with their players can create positive results.

doing so,

In

coaches can hopefully allocate their time in

better ways to maximize their efforts on and off the

field.

5

Scope
This project contains a first-hand description of the
coaching dynamics and challenges of college baseball.

It

will examine the significance of video in the world of

It also looks at general

evaluation and interpretation.

historical philosophies and how the use of video technology

has changed it.

Quantitative and qualitative studies are

examined throughout the project covering a few aspects of
effective coaching elements and essentials for swing

efficiency that video can assist in.
The intended audience for this project is focused on

but not limited to,
ranks,

coaches and players in the college

but also for those who have an interest in

understanding hitting a little more.

This project should

be used as a general basis for knowledge and awareness

around defining the advantages video analysis can provide.
The reader can expect to discover practical and scientific
evidence to the advantages of using video analysis

equipment that all coaches can benefit from.

With young

people growing up in this modern age of abundant
technology,

there is no surprise to the validity of this

project and how it will resonate with college, coaches.

6

Significance
The significance of this project lies within the need
to be efficient within the dynamics of the 'College coaching

profession.

In 2011,

the NCAA changed the manufactured

standard of all aluminum bats known as the Bat-Ball

Coefficient Restitution

(BBCOR)

standard

(Russell,

2012).

This change was brought about over the imbalance between
offense and defense that led to a concern over the safety

of the pitchers and infielders positioned so close to the
to the balls being hit

(Russell,

2012).

The new BBCOR

standard "produced batted ball speeds no greater than wood"

(Russell,

2012,

P.

1).

Figure 1 and 2 show the impact the

new BBCOR standard has made on homeruns and total runs
scored for an offense,

which are commonly recognized as

indicators of offensive production at the NCAA Division 1
level.

7
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Figure 1.

NCAA'runs scored with aluminum bats.

Figure 2.
NCAA home runs with aluminum bats.
Figures 1
and 2 are adapted from Russell, D. A. (2012). Aluminum and
composite bats: performance standards in college baseball.
Retrieved from http://www.acs.psu.edu/drussell/bats/NCAAstats.html

Now that we have seen the need for performance
efficiency,

let's now look at the coach's perspective.

a typical college baseball staff,

a head coach is allowed

to employ only two full-time assistant coaches and one

8

On

official volunteer coach.

Most staffs will designate a

full-time coach to oversee the offensive philosophy and
training methods.
roster,

On a typical 35-man college baseball

there are more hitters than pitchers.

In reference

to sheer numbers alone and given the complexity of hitting

itself,

a hitting coach has more individuals to supervise

on such a challenging task.

This would normally be a

challenge in itself if a coach had ample amount of time to

work with each hitter.

But at the NCAA level,

strict limitations on practice time.

coaches have

These hours are

documented and sent to the NCAA in what are called CARA

Reports

(NCAA Manual,

2012).

coaching a difficult skill,

members,

These limitations along with
with the majority of team

can often present feelings of insufficiency.

Another ongoing and evolving NCAA regulation that has
recently been adopted is academic accountability,

which

requires a greater need for efficient coaching techniques.

Academic Performance Rating

(APR)

is a retention and

eligibility calculation for NCAA programs.

This

measurement system is based on awarding points for teams

that get their declared student-athletes to finish each

academic term with the required minimum NCAA scores to
remain eligible to compete.

It also measures the number of

9

student-athletes that return for each term.

If the overall

APR score a team receives does not meet a minimum standard
score,

scholarship and playoff opportunities will be

sanctioned

(NCAA Manual,

2012).

The level of sanctions is

determined by the NCAA administration,

based on their

determination of the level of grievance.
and basketball,

Unlike football

if a student-athlete participating in

baseball is declared ineligible at any point during their

terms,

that student becomes ineligible to compete for the

entire academic year

(NCAA Manual,

2012).

Consequently,

NCAA baseball coaches and athletic departments are under
higher alert to maintain academic success and provide an
educational environment for all players to benefit from.

This requires coaches to spend additional time overseeing
the academic performance of their student-athletes.

As many coaches experience the challenge of time
limitations,

there are also other time-consuming

responsibilities coaches must attend to.

Some of these

duties entail evaluating future prospects at off-site

games,

recruiting these future prospects,

the admissions process,

aid opportunities,

assistance with

assisting families with financial

compliance and eligibility requirements,

seeking fundraising opportunities,
10

field and facility

maintenance,

participating & organizing community services

projects and coordinating youth clinics and prospect camps.
These responsibilities take additional time for coaches
that can restrict them from focusing on player development.

As busy as coaches are at the college level,
players can be just as busy.

the

They are responsible for

strength training and conditioning most mornings before
classes begin.

After attending classes they have required

baseball practice.

After practice,

they will either stay

after for additional practice on their own,

study,

work

with tutors and many often attend evening classes.
Therefore,

the need to be efficient with instruction

benefits the student-athlete as well.

One way coaches

assimilate is by reviewing performance video and emailing
players feedback as a way to work within their players'

time commitments.

Definitions

Walk On - recruited player not offered a scholarship

Manual,

(NCAA

2012).

Walks - also called "base-on-balls",

awards a hitter a free

pass to first base and penalizing a pitcher for missing the

strike zone four times during an at bat
11

(DeReene,

2011).

Strike Zone - the invisible rectangular area over home as
wide as home plate,

as high the mid-point between the

armpit and waist of the hitter and as low as the hitter's
knee.

The pitched ball must pass within this zone in order

to be called a strike

(DeReene,

2011).

Hitting Zone - The relative distance a bat can possibly

make contact with a pitch

(Lund & Heefner,

2005).

Kinetics - a branch of science that deals with the effects

of forces upon the motions of material bodies or with
changes in a physical or chemical system

Cook,

Draovich,

Banks,

1995).

Kinematics - aspects of motion,

aside from the inclusion of

mass and force in the field of dynamics
Dictionary,

(Welch,

(Merriam-Webster

2012)

Stance- the stationary position the batter is in before
motion or the swing takes place

(Lund & Heefner,

2005).

Load - The movement from a hitter's stance position to
overcome inertia before their bat path begins
Heefner,

(Lund &

2005) .

Stride - The forward step taken by hitter to begin a shift

in weight so they can swing

(Welch,

1995).
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Banks,

Cook,

Draovich,

Soft Toss - a hitting drill of tossing a soft feed to the

hitter from the side of the flight of the ball off the bat.
Contact - The temporal place when the baseball makes
contact with the bat after a pitch has been delivered.

Breakdown
a swing

(of a swing)-

(2)

(1)

common language for evaluating

constant failure when the swing is not

functioning optimally

(2)

when a swing is consistently

failing.

Follow Through - The continuous movement of the arms and
bat as they travel around the body after the ball is hit.

Bat Head - commonly referred to as the barrel of a baseball

bat

(Lund & Heefner,

2005).

Limitations
There were several limitations in this project.

There

was no mention of other sources of technology used prior to
the advances of video technology.

The cultural

implications of athletes questioning coaches mentioned are

one point of view and may not be relevant to the college
level as a whole.

The majority of quantitative research

used for swing description in this project was not based on
real game-like research; much of it was controlled and held

in a laboratory.

Biomechanical descriptions by Welch et

13

al.

(1995)

required hitters to hit off of a batting tee

Fortenbaugh

that keeps the ball stationary.

(2011)

evaluated swings in batting practice and in an indoor
laboratory.

Studies focused on reviewing game swing

mechanics and performance were not found and need to be

conducted in order to provide reference to the swings
needed for game performance.

Another limitation in this

project is how the implementation of video affects the

entire team of hitters.

It does not take into account the

different learning styles of each individual and how video
analysis can be used differently,

individuals.

Also,

if at all,

for certain

if time is a constant issue for coaches

to reach all of their hitters,

then the practical

application of video within time constraints should be
considered as well.

Video analysis can help with the

diagnosis of issues but may not inspire a hitter to act on

them.

Therefore,

motivational techniques are another

responsibility for coaches that may influence whether video
analysis is effective.

The assumption that the majority of college coaches
around the country have the same job description,

the same

responsibilities and time limitations may not be the case
among all teams.

Head coaches may choose to delegate the

14

responsibilities to other staff members creating more time
to work with hitters.

Another assumption this project

makes is that those teams without video analysis will not
be able to perform under the demands both coaches and
players have.

There are many factors that can contribute

to hitter's success,

this project focuses on one teaching

method but does not examine the other methods and modes of
transfer into successful game performance.

15

CHAPTER TWO

LITERATURE REVIEW

Many attempts to explain and teach the art of hitting

.have been made that influence hitting coaches today.
(2011)

DeReene

Hat'

Walker,

notes the likes of Ted Williams,

Charlie Lau,

Harry

Walt Hriniak to name a few,

Coop
'The

all

of which provided their valuable thinking through their own
intuition.

He

(2011)

continues to reference that "today,

we see the advent of scientific research and high tech

equipment influencing and enhancing numerous different
kinds of sport performances all around the world"

DeReene,

unlike other coaches in baseball,

(p.

has been using

technology to study baseball movements for some time.
(2011)

2).

His

efforts began in the late 1980s using the "best

high-tech biomechanical equipment in the world,

he sought

to answer his own question of "can we really see the

supersonic swing with our trained naked eyes?"
DeReene

(2011)

used "high-speed cameras and

(p.

2).

[a]

computerized motion analysis system" to accurately see what
his naked eye couldn't see

(p.

through DeReene's explanation,

2).

It is safe to say that

the majority of coaches

would also need camera equipment to capture the quick speed

16

of a swing in order to be able to evaluate it.

Tom Kinsman

(1999)

saw this need for further awareness

not from a visual perspective but from a sport

psychological one.

In an online publication called the

International Council for Coach Education,

Kinsman wrote an

article on what he saw emerging as a different style of
coaching,

one that is changing from the authoritarian model

in the past.

He

(1999)

explains that this "new breed of

athlete" is one that will "question coaches far more than

was acceptable in the past,

and who have a greater need to

understand and accept what it is they are being asked to
If coaches can use video analysis as a tool to learn

do."

for themselves,

then it can also be a tool to help hitters

understand what is being asked of them.

Segments of a Swing

Swing efficiency is a constant task for hitting
coaches.

In a 39-man study of professional baseball

players called

Description,

Hitting a Baseball: A Biomechanical

researchers put forth an effort to understand

the baseline mechanics of a swing just to begin

synthesizing applications for training

1995).

(Welch et al.,

This study evaluated participants hitting a
17

baseball off of a batting tee;

they also wore twenty-three

reflective markers while standing on two force plates

They captured all of this with

measuring ground forces.

six cameras recording two hundred frames per second and

used kinematic and kinetic data to describe the segments of
a baseball swing as a foundational basis
1995,

p.193).

Although Welch et al

(Welch et al.,

(1995)

consider this

laboratory study just a first step in truly determining how

to analyze a swing,

they were able to identify three

landmark events that describe the "natural coordination,

movement...

and mechanical transition" pivotal to

identifying swing segments
off",

(p.196).

The first is "foot

when the foot lifts and strides toward the pitcher,

the second is "foot down" when it lands and transfers
energy in a closed chain and third is bat movement

et al.,

1995,

p.

196).

(Welch

This study was just the beginning

of understanding the mechanical workings of swings,

it

compartmentalizes movements and it shows how the only way
to dissect these movements is to measure the elements
through quantitative data.

These measurements were then

related to positions in a swing, made possible only through

video technology.

Robin J Lund and Dan Heefner's study
18

(2005)

provides

an understanding of the swing segments while formulating a
training methodology based around research.

suggesting drills,

Along with

it clearly identifies the four segments

of a swing difficult to see without video equipment in a
simplistic and practical way.

Stance,

Wind Up And Pre-Swing Phases

These are the first stages of a hitter's swing.

The

stance is the relaxed rhythmic position awaiting initiation

of a pitch from a pitcher

(Hudgens,

1997).

The wind-up and

pre-swing phases cover the same positions as Welch et al
(1995)

describes earlier as the front foot lifts and lands.

With the shift in weight on the back leg,

the hitter lifts

the front foot and weight then shits forward,

moving the

body forward slightly as the front foot hits the ground
(Lund & Heefner,

2005).

Swing Phases
The phase that follows is the ballistic movement where
video becomes critical to see

(DeReene,

is split into three different phases;

late swing phases

(Schaffer et al.,

2011).

This phase

the early,

1993).

mid and

The early-swing

phase happens when the torso begins to uncoil;

the

shoulders finish coiling in the opposite direction and
begin to uncoil as the hips did toward the pitched ball

19

putting the bat in a perpendicular position to the ground
(Lund & Heefner,

The mid-swing phase takes the bat

2005).

from a perpendicular position to a parallel position to the
ground creating bat lag

(Lund & Heefner,

This can

2005).

be seen as the bottom knob of the bat is pointed in the
direction of the pitcher.

This position is an indication

the hitter is using the kinetic link

2005).

(Lund & Heefner,

This kinetic link is the "sequential transfer of

energy" from the body to the bat that maximizes the speed

of the bat in a swing

(DeReene,

2011,

p.

20).

Finally,

the

late-swing phase takes the parallel bat to contact with the
baseball.

This phase is where the bat should reach maximum

angular velocity;

this is where the barrel of the bat moves

at the highest rate of speed through the opposite direction
of the pitch

(Lund & Heefner,

2005; Welch et al.,

1995).

Follow Through Phase

The segments end when contact is made and the bat
keeps traveling and wraps around the lead shoulder in the
follow-through phase

(Lund & Heefner,

2005).

This segment

can also be seen with the naked eye as the bat begins to

slow down after contact is made and concludes■the swing.

The sequential movement of all swing phases can be
seen efficiently with video playback.
20

Lund and Heefner

(2005)

recommend throughout their entire article,

these phases be reviewed with videotape.
of certain swing segments,

that

Due to the speed'

video is the only efficient way

to review these movements with precision.

Accurate Feedback
Segments and concepts of what an efficient swing looks

like is key for coaches but so is the feedback they

provide.

Dennis Docheff

(2010)

studied past research and

presented his findings to compliment popular coaching

philosophies from legendary coaches such as John Wooden.
He

(2010)

[isn't]

claimed generic positive or negative feedback

sufficient enough;

solution to the problem"

it has to "give the athlete a

(p.,34).

Stanley and Roger Bartlett

(2006)

Tania Cassidy,

Steve

published a study

assisting a software developer of a two-dimensional video
analysis system.

the benefit of

Their action research model "recognized

[coach and athlete]

working collectively to

draw on theoretical and applied knowledge to create
theoretically informed guidelines for users when providing

feedback in conjunction with video analysis"

(p.

287).

Video is an unbiased and objective tool that coaches can
use to provide accurate feedback to their hitters should
21

hitters need clarification on what they are doing or need

to be doing.

Another method to give hitters feedback commonly used
today is having players review successful past

performances.

Hitters seeing themselves perform well can

also provide positive reinforcement and a player can become
a more confident hitter

& McKnight 1994).

(Howland

This

practice proposed to develop confidence and performance in

sport is known as self-modeling

(Dowrick,

1991)..

Coaches

can accomplish this by staying positive with the verbal

feedback they provide on the field.

Another way is putting

a video highlight reel together for their players.

player is struggling,

When a

using this reference of success gives

hitters a comparison and feedback for what they can do

successfully.

Video use can also give hitters feedback of what to

expect from opposing pitchers.
the performance of the swing,

Before hitters can maximize
their "visual-tracking skills

must first be engaged in order for their body to
biomechanically move efficiently"

(DeReene,

2011,

p.

2).

Tracking the flight and speed of a pitch is crucial to
performance.

For one of the most successful hitters in

baseball history,

Ted Williams

(1987)
22

claimed that getting

a good pitch to hit was the first and most important rule

to successful hitting

(p.

Selecting a good pitch to

24).

hit requires keen reactive skills often called perceptual
decision-making

(PDM),

which is the skill of "extremely

rapid decision making based primarily on visual perception"
(Fadde,

2006,

p.

238).

In Paul and Glencross'

study

(1997),

the authors examine these visual skills further by first

determining how expert and novice hitters decipher the
visual information of a pitched baseball.

occlusion paradigm,

Using a temporal

they determined that in baseball,

the

most crucial part of ball flight occurs around the mid

point between the release out of a pitcher's hand and the

point at which the ball crosses over home plate and through
the strike zone.

This is a significant finding in the

study of PDM because it illustrates not only how important
visual skills are to hitters,

but also how unique this

skill is in comparison to interceptive sports such as

badminton,

tennis and squash where early temporal cues are

found in skilled players

1998).

(Fadde,

2006;

Scott,

Scott & Howe,

If hitters can watch video of opposing pitchers

before they face them in a game,

they can gather a lot of

information to help prepare their visual skills and
ultimately improve their PDM.

Information such as what a
23

pitcher's delivery looks like,

the speed of each pitch,

and

the movement they have can have a tremendous effect on

their preparation.
Burroughs

(1984)

studied the effect of training

college hitters with a film-occlusion method to see how

well training the eye to anticipate pitch locations
transfers to a live task.

With this method,

he created a

video simulation of a pitcher releasing a ball,

the ball

disappearing and then reappearing near to the hitting zone
called the Visual Interruption System.

(1984)

What Burroughs

found were the hitters that experienced visual

simulation,

performed better at pitch recognition and

location skills than those without it.

Although visual

simulation methods seen in this experiment are not
currently seen throughout college programs,

it is clear

that seeing a video simulation can benefit visual skills.

Visual skills are associated with significantly better
batting averages for college baseball players thus leading
to better hitting performances

(Fadde,

2006).

These visual

tools provide repetitive and visual reinforcement of what a
hitter can expect.

Pitchers are in a competitive battle

with hitters to throw pitches that are "fast,

breaking across,

slow,

down or in" to avoid hard contact or
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contact all together

(DeReene 2011).

Coaches can use

practical methods of visual simulation by recording
televised games of an upcoming opponent,

recording

opponents when they play them to store the footage in a

database for future games.

A commonly used method is

instructing hitters to stand-in during a teammate's
pitching practice session commonly known in baseball as a

bullpen.

Hitters do not swing during a bullpen session;

they simply concentrate on tracking pitches visually.

The

practice of seeing a live pitch travel is thought to

prepare a hitter's visual system for a similar experience

in a game.

Visual simulation software that attempts to

enhance visual skills is marketed as well at websites such
as www.sportseyesite.com and www.slowthegamedown.com.

These studies,

practices and technology give credible

evidence into how vital repetitive visual simulations aid

a hitter's cognitive awareness of pitches.

Coach-Player Relationship
Another way we see the benefits of using video paying

off is that it can be used to bridge the gap in

communication:
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communication is an important unifying relational
component

[it]

promotes the development and shared

knowledge and understanding various issues

goals, beliefs,
for

opinions,

values)

(e.g.

and forms the basis

initiating, maintaining and terminating the

(Jowett,

coach-athlete relationship

2005,

p.l).

Coaches scheduling time for hitters to sit and talk about

their performance or swing does what Jowett

suggests,

(2005)

it will "create opportunities for talk and

disclosure" that are "more likely to develop trustworthy
coach-athlete relationships"

(p.

415).

This trust factor

leads to the "communication of ideas and strategy that may

become more efficient" as a result of the trust and respect

built by a coach

(Dowey,

2012,

p.

2).

This efficient

collaboration between teacher and pupil can lead to
fulfilling the needs of both coaches and hitters.
are met,

If needs

then the relationship between them will continue

to grow and be better prepared for future challenges
(Jowett,

2005).

Summary

The evolution of science and technology has led to the
evolution of sports and how athletes train.
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Intuitive

baseball coaching of the past is being left behind for
concrete data due to the integration of science with the

use of video technology.

Various quantitative and

qualitative research is used to see on how helpful video

has enhanced the coaching domain as a tool for awareness of
what the naked eye can't see on the field.

Identifying the

segments of a swing is the first step to building a
concrete understanding of an efficient swing and creating

science-based training methods.

Accurate and positive

feedback follows suit as a verification and effective
communication process that video can help facilitate.

Visual skills can't be overlooked as an integral

foundation for pitch selection and preparation before
games.

Practical practices can be found to compensate for

sophisticated simulation equipment.

with hitters on preparation,

The time coaches spend

communication and

collaboration will build trust and a stronger relationship
them.

Video analysis is thus not only an essential tool

for evaluation and instruction,

but it also is an effective

tool for various coaching components within the dynamics of

a college baseball program.

NCAA

practice time limitations

and regulations are a constant challenge coaches face to
give their players what they need.
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This challenge must be

met with efficient coaching techniques and the integration

of video gives coaches a tool to work towards that.
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CHAPTER THREE

METHODOLOGY

To complete this project,

I reflected on my past three

years of coaching experience and job dynamics.

The bulk of

the research was sourced from the California State
University of San Bernardino library online database:

Ebscohost,

ERIC for education,

and PsychINFO for psychology.

keywords such as,
research,

hitting,

Science Direct for sciences
Websites were searched using

baseball,

video,

analysis,

swing mechanics and college baseball,

to scientific and psychological research.

was also studied.

in relation

The NCAA manual

A total of 3 books and 27 articles and 1

manual were cited.

There was ample amount of literature reviewed to

discover the integration of science and hitting,

how the

integration of video tools has assisted coach instruction
and the dynamics of the college coaching profession.

Thus,

the benefits to be derived from video analysis integration

are identifying the segments of a swing to maximize swing
performance;
feedback,

it also allows coaches to give accurate

communicate clearly and it acts as, a vehicle to

build the coach-player relationship.
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CHAPTER FOUR

DISCUSSION

Affordable equipment with video capabilities is
readily available today.

There is sophisticated and

popular software on the market today such as Right View Pro

® and DartFish ® that can cost a program upwards of around
$20,000.

These programs also offer phone applications to

work exclusively with the video equipment.

cannot afford this software,

For those who

they can purchase iPads or

iPhones or handheld camcorders for video playback at a

much-discounted price.

Websites such as www.vimeo.com and

www.youtube.com provide free video storage online and keep
them password secured for selective viewers.

The NCAA Compliance Manual has many guidelines with
allowed practice time.

September,

October and November is

the time frame when college baseball programs first begin

their instruction and training.

Within these 3 months,

coaches have a 45-consecutive day window called the "non

championship segment" of a playing season for team
instruction that allows for a maximum of 20 hours of
instruction per week and 4 hours per day.

Any instruction

with a coach outside these 45 days during these three
30

months is called "skill instruction"

(NCAA Manual,

2012,

p.

This means only 4 members of a team can receive

74).

instruction from a coach for 2 hours per week

(NCAA,

2012) .

Most programs are commonly known to split up these 2 hours
into 30-minute sessions 4 days per week.

A step-by-step

plan below outlines how a practice plan can incorporate
video use into a limited amount of time.

Scenario:

cages,

30 minutes - 1 coach,

2 buckets of baseballs,

Stretch & Warm Up
(5 minutes)

4 hitters,

4 tees,

2 batting

1 throwing screen:

(On your own)

Show a video playback of previous day's

cage session identifying the bat lag position to work on
today.
Two hitters in the center of

Tees work:

(5 minutes)

each cage hitting into opposite sides of a batting cage
take turns after 5 swings until time expires.

and load.

Focus:

stance

An iPad on a tripod records one cage as the

coach instructs the other.

(10 minutes)

Focus:

Side toss:

Stance & Load

Hitters feed balls softly

underhand from the side to each other.

Focus:

Follow

Through

(10 minutes):
behind screen.

Hitters throw over hand from 30 feet

Focus:

Bat Lag.
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The iPad records a few

swings from each hitter and as the hitters end their round,
the coach pauses the video to show the hitter the quality

of his bat lag position.

After practice is over,

the coach

reviews certain swings and takes snap shots small slow
motion clips and emails them to the players'

personal email

accounts.
This is just one example how video gives immediate and

accurate feedback to each hitter when emphasizing specific
segments at a time.

Adjustments can be felt by giving the

hitter immediate feedback and creating an efficient swing

thus giving more confidence to the hitter to perform.
One important element noticible with young players is
the aptitude they have with technology and how often

hitters use video themselves to evaluate their

performances.

On the recruiting trail,

one can constantly

_ysee parents videotaping their kids swinging at the plate
during a game so they can also help evaluate performances.

On a personal account, my two previous employers,

sixty years of age,

both

did not grow up using video technology,

did not integrate it into their coaching style thus,

reluctant and felt uncomfortable using it.

were

There seems to

exist some generational influences in the perception of

using video in baseball development.
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More research studies

are needed to find what the specific age ranges are of
college coaches that consistently integrate video analysis
into their programs as an instructional tool.

Other

studies researching the reasons why college coaches do not
use video analysis techniques,

what their experiences with

coaching techniques with technology are and examining their

skill set with these technologies are needed to validate

this claim,

but from my personal experience it seems to be

evident.
In 1951 when the video recorder was first invented,

the cost to own equipment was astronomical

(Davis,

2003).

The Southwest Museum of Engineering for Communications and

Computation website valued the first commercial video
camcorder for almost as much as a Datsun pickup in 1967

(2007).
phones,

Today,

video cameras come standard with most smart

the popular iPad mini with video capabilities

begins at $329.
man's wallet,

A hand held camcorder,

about the size of

can be bought at Kmart for as low as $30.

Baseball coaches may have deemed video equipment an

impossibility or difficult to obtain in the 1960's and

1970's and would coach without it.

Coaches today have

those tools at their disposal and as their younger
generation become coaches themselves and more research is
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made available,

the use will assumedly continue to

increase.
Games streamed over the Internet and games archived

also allow a staff to view their opponents prior to playing

them.

Most coaches would agree that creating a scouting

report where an opponent's strengths and weaknesses can be

identified,
preparation.

is extremely beneficial to a team's

More research is needed to see how the

effects of scouting reports help win games but most coaches
would most likely agree they feel prepared with them rather

than without them.
average,

It would be interesting to also see on

how much time is spent researching opponents by

college coaching staffs.

It is common practice today to

exchange scouting reports with other programs to assist

each other in the preparation process.

Access to equipment and information is readily
available today.

Coaches who believe reviewing performance

or practice on video helps make hitters better;
to put forth the effort to prioritize it.
video,

need only

The use of

although it does create more work for coaches,

is

only limited by the creativity and time management skills

of the people who want or feel the need to use it.
Feedback hitters can receive about their skills and
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the challenge many times lies in

performance is invaluable,

fitting it in within a coach's busy schedule.

coaches should ask themselves,

So the

is how important is it?

Implications for Further Research
Many variables contribute to quality coaching

instruction.
programs,

With pressures to build successful college

it would be no surprise coaches would continue to

find different ways to help their players perform.

This

project outlines some of the beneficial effects using video

analysis can have on hitters and coaches alike,

but how

much of an effect does it directly have on game performance
is still yet to be determined.

things as swing evaluation,

Coaches can use it for such

verification,

building

relationships and communication but there are other aspects
of coaching that should be considered.

Other coaching

aspects intertwine with those mentioned can be aided with

video analysis need to be further researched.

After reading how DeReene

(2011)

implicated baseball

as a culture lagging behind the adoption of technology,

it

drives one to wonder why the prevalence of video is taking
so long.

More sociological and cultural studies are needed

to determine this.

Also,

the game of baseball is commonly
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referred to as America's Pastime so there is a cultural

perception of tradition tied to it.

Further research is

needed to see if there is a correlation with how
traditionally it has been taught through the years and its

slow evolution.

Further research is also needed to determine whether

this teaching tool is effective for all hitters on a
roster.

Hitters have been taught by different instructors

in different ways and have different learning styles

(Sherman,

2000).

Learning from video use in the various

aspects mentioned in this project and how various learning
styles are influenced is yet to be determined.

Going

further on this is how video use affects game performance

with various learning styles.

This adolescent revolution

of routinely using video for performance will maybe at some

point be as prevalent as playing catch.
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